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A crystal clear message of hope! I started working with Cheryl a month or so before this book arrived because arthritis
in both knees and traumatic arthritis in a single ankle had severely small my mobility. Book begins with the authors very
own journey to attaining her goals and how at different levels of her lifestyle she realized what was happening. I have
already greatly increased the flexibility of my ankle that I was likely to have surgery on. I work on her principles on / off
the whole day in everything I do without feeling that I am exercising. I am not yet 50 but I understand I will be able to
take the lessons I've learned from Cheryl and use them through the entire rest of my life. You would hardly ever guess
watching her move that she experienced ever endured severe chronic pain! The great thing about Cheryl is definitely
that she brings wish that we need not live with restrictions but can actually fix items on our own. That is a publication
that I am going to give as something special to numerous of my relatives and buddies.. Her broad experience offers
helped me immensely and her methods are truly life changing. Cheryl rocks! She understands discomfort and how to
move past it. More importantly, she helped me experience empowered in my healing. I really like how she blends the
wisdom of different movement traditions in her teaching and encourages mindfulness to discover what works finest for
me. I extremely recommend her publication for others who would like to rediscover their health. Many thanks Cheryl for
posting this publication with me. Ms. Ilov Was thinking about reading this book because after my husbands heart attach
we cracked down and got healthy and am always willing to learn and try new things to keep that way.! Rockstar!! Really
love it. She focuses on possibilities instead of limitations. Five Stars Great book to help keep my old body fit. At age 52 I
have learned that awareness may be the key to getting back into shape and maintaining the effort. I never really
understood that before now! This book is simple to read, it's easy to follow the exercises, and motivational so you, the
reader, can keep up the nice work! Go ahead, have a look at how great your life could be well into your 60's, 70's, 80's
and beyond. Interested? Ilov wrote a wonderful book here Ms. Great tips so you can get fit within my own pace While I
am not yet 50, I heard this book was extremely good for getting me motivated to get back into shape. It is a must read
for all people because they grow from 50 and beyond, who experience physical pain within their daily lives. Her own
personal experiences, coupled with her extensive training in a number of fields involving motion and wellness, make her
publication interesting and thought provoking. Mostly, she provides many tools which you can use to keep pain in
balance as we age. I've caused Cheryl for over 24 months and she is a miracle worker.! Just what I needed and I'm not .
Discover New Possibilities I'm so grateful to been employed by with Cheryl for the past few years as We recovered from
a serious accident and medical procedures. I’ve read a whole lot of diet/weight-loss/healthful living books in my
existence but this is actually the 1st one where I linked on every level with the author. Really love it. Just what I required
and I'm not 50 yet! Five Stars Practical advice for maintaining flexibility and strength through the "orthopedic years". I
was so happy that We was chosen to examine this book I was so happy that We was chosen to examine this book. I came
across everything Cheryl said to ring accurate to the way I really believe and live my entire life. The publication is a nice
combination of Cheryl's insight and personal life and great exercise design too. I have recommended this publication to
many close friends since reading it. Five Stars Like the book and like the writer! Ilov wrote an excellent book here. I
finished the book just two weeks ago and really enjoyed it. The authors stories and easy ways of doing daily what to start
out slowly have been very helpful. I have a lot of lower back again discomfort and her lessons have already been very
useful in alleviating the majority of that discomfort. What Cheryl explains made complete sense if you ask me and I read
on hoping to discover a simple solution to help me get fitter and more flexible. This is your own personal trainer without
all the judgement! Many people are researching to improve their health and live longer. Some use medications while
others, like myself and Cheryl Ilov make use of exercise to stay young. Purchase it, it's worth it! Keep reading… Forever
Suit and Flexible is an approachable, tell-it-like-it-can be manual on how to stay young and vibrant, regardless of how
many birthdays have passed.Cs*** I enjoyed reading the Author Cheryl L Ilov's preface to the book, Cheryl starts with an
extremely candid and sometimes quite humorous accounts of her early lifestyle from childhood to when she founded her
fitness system. Over 50, fit and fabulous Forever Fit and Flexible : Feeling Fabulous at Fifty and Beyond by Cheryl L.
Forever Fit and Flexible: Feeling Fabulous at Fifty and Beyond provides practical advice that's also easy to follow! Each
chapter lays out how you can stop chronic discomfort, gain strength, live healthy and be on the path to success.!. Forever
Suit and Flexible is like having an individual trainer with you without needing to cope with judgement and ridicule. It is



amazing that something therefore simple could make such an enormous difference in how you are feeling! If you’re
looking for ways to get rid of chronic pain and present your body who’s boss, get this book! Makes a great gift, too. I
kept nodding my head as I browse because I experienced the same thing. I cherished reading Forever Fit and Flexible:
Feeling Fabulous at Fifty and Beyond. I am one of those skinny unfit people you discover, I i did so lots of activities that
kept me suit, however now I find that when I try to perform what I utilized to I often end up feeling even worse and give
up. Forever Match and Flexible is different...it kept my attention! It was readable and adhere to along. Cheryl's friendly
composing style helped me to understand and relate to her encounters by explaining how she proved helpful through her
very own physical pain with numerous movement techniques. The exercises in the reserve are useful exercises that can
be done almost any where. And, many don't appear like exercises at all as you are moving with a purpose to become
alert to how the body is giving an answer to the movement. I only want there was illustrations/photos included. Ilov
peppers solid information and techniques with her own encounters so you understand she speaks the reality. Well
crafted, friendly tone and a lot of good concepts on how to get fit and stay fit *** I volunteered to review this Advanced
Readers Duplicate, I received no financial incentive for this review, these are my honest thoughts, ramblings and I do not
spoil the reserve for a reader, it's JUST purely my thoughts after reading it - take them because they are but I always
advise you to read a sample as you can on most ebook sites - hopefully this declaration appeases Amazon and their
regular changes in their T& Using her personal experiences and knowledge, Ilov shows us understand easy it really is.
The account was quite spooky as I got a whole lot of "oMG that sounds just like me" moments. from being a stick of a
child to now having discomfort from injuries caused from riding accidents. I'd recommend this book and look forward to
ending up in the author/trainer to hopefully enter much better shape soon. For me, health and fitness books don't
continue to keep my interest, and, therefore I seldom follow any of their recommendations or recommend them to
others. Beginning when she was youthful, Ilov information how she found turn into a healthier person. Ilov may be the
best! I am so impressed with the improvement I have made dealing with her and I love having her wisdom written down
in this lovely useful book. Principles of the plan are discussed at length and split up into chapters. There are even
exercises that are very well not only thought out but descriptions of how exactly to do them and realize how you are
feeling. Very useful information therefore easy to keep track of in a journal. Balance one I really valued the most as I use
my trekking poles when we hike as I feel getting blind I am at a loss as to balance sometimes. I received this book from
the author in trade for my honest review.
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